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Caution

・ I will try to speak in English as possible

・でも時々日本語になります

・Discussion is welcomed whether in Japanese or English
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Torsion Bar Antenna (TOBA)
・A gravitational detector using one/two torsion pendulums
・The resonant frequency of torsion mode is about mHz

→ we can see GWs in low frequency (0.1-10Hz)
・Detectable on the ground → no need to operate in space, low cost
・Goal: 	𝒉~𝟏𝟎&𝟏𝟗 𝐇𝐳�⁄ @0.1Hz by using 10m test mass(es)

TOBA (Torsion Bar Antenna)
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Targets of TOBA
GWs in low frequency
・ IMBH binary merger

ØHints for generation of SMBH

・Gravitational Wave Background
ØDirect measurement for early 
universe
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baseline length. The advantage of a TOBA is its configu-
ration simplicity, the potential sensitivity in low frequen-
cies even with a ground-based configuration, and the
capability of an intermittent observation of low-frequency
GWs with a modulation and up-conversion scheme.

A TOBA has an option to be a resonant antenna, in
which two test-mass bars are connected by a shaft with a
small spring constant [23]. Though the observation band is
limited around the resonant frequency in this configuration,
the requirement for the angular sensor is relaxed.
Moreover, its sensitivity to low-frequency GWs can be
enhanced by tuning the resonant frequency to twice the
antenna rotation frequency. In such a case, a reduction of
the thermal noise of the shaft is critical.

Besides the fundamental noises investigated in this
work, there are many practical noises to be considered:
additional noises in the angular sensors, Brownian fluctua-
tion by residual gases, and noises due to electromagnetic
fluctuations [24]. In a ground-based configuration, the
simplicity of a TOBA is helpful for low-frequency isola-
tions and common-mode reduction of seismic disturbances
and for the reduction of gravity-gradient noises in an
underground site. A space mission requires a reduction in
the antenna size while maintaining its sensitivity by using
advanced optical technologies. Optimization of the an-
tenna parameters, implementation of advanced interfero-
metric techniques, and investigations of these noise
behaviors will be considered in future works.

Conclusion.—We propose a gravitational-wave antenna,
a TOBA, comprised of bar-shaped test masses and sensors to
monitor their differential angular motions. This antenna has
a fundamental sensitivity to gravitational waves with fre-
quencies lower than 1 Hz, which are inaccessible by current
ground-based detectors. In order to investigate the concept
and potential of a TOBA, we are developing a prototype
ground-based detector [25]. In addition, we have developed
a tiny module, called the SpaceWire Interface Demon-
strationModule, for space-related demonstrations; this mod-
ule has been operated in a low-Earth orbit for one year [26].

This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Young
Scientists (A) and the Grant-in-Aid for the Global COE
Program ‘‘The Next Generation of Physics, Spun from
Universality and Emergence’’ from the Ministry of

Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology
(MEXT) of Japan.

*ando@scphys.kyoto-u.ac.jp
†Present address: High Energy Accelerator Research
Organization, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0801, Japan.
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FIG. 4 (color online). Estimated SNR for a merger of equal-
mass black holes with equal and parallel spin parameters of 0.5
[19], shown as a function of the total mass and the luminosity
distance.
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limits, the energy density !gwðfÞ at 0.2 Hz is already
constrained by the BBN [1] or the CMB measurements
[8]. However, astrophysical GWBs would be generated at
much later times and, thus, would not be subject to the
above limits. On the other hand, our limit can constrain
such GWBs at 0.2 Hz. Therefore, our result complements
other nonintegrated upper limits at different frequencies
and integrated upper limits at 0.2 Hz.

To build the TOBA with the final configuration [12],
we will have three phases. Applying well designed mag-
netic shields to the small-scaled TOBA, the initial
phase (phase I) aims at the thermal noise limited noise
level (h# 10$12 Hz$1=2 at 0.1 Hz) under 10$7 Pa.
Remember that the current thermal noise is limited by
the residual gas noise. In this phase I, we will move the
small-scaled TOBA environmentally quieter site (Kamioka
mine) and install the second test mass to obtain the com-
mon mode noise rejection for the seismic noise. The next
phase (phase II) is a middle-scaled TOBA using two 2 m
scaled test masses. From the increase of the moment of
inertia and the optimization of the mass shape, force noises
will be suppressed by a factor of about 500. The target
noise level is about 10$15 Hz$1=2 at 0.1 Hz using locked
Fabry-Perot interferometers as the rotational sensors. After
that, we will be in the final phase (phase III). A major
change from the previous phase is 10 m scaled and cry-
ogenically cooled test masses. The cooling aims to sup-
press the thermal noises of the test masses and the
suspensions. The TOBA with the final configuration will
have h# 10$18 Hz$1=2 at 0.1 Hz. Estimated upper limits at
each phases are described in Fig. 5 with a one-year obser-
vation by a pair of two TOBAs.

Conclusion.—ATOBA has been proposed to search low-
frequency GWs even with a ground-based configuration.
We have developed a small-scaled TOBA and placed the
first nonintegrated upper limit on GWBs at 0.2 Hz. The
new constraint is !gwðfÞ< 4:3% 1017 at 0.2 Hz with a
bandwidth of 10 mHz. We experimentally demonstrated
TOBA’s capabilities and successfully opened the unex-
plored frequency band that the current GW antennas can
not access.
This work was supported by a Grant-in-Aid for JSPS,

Young Scientists (A), GCOE for Phys. Sci. Frontier,
MEXT, Japan. The authors thank I. Buder for carefully
reading the manuscript.
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Targets of TOBA
Gravitational gradients
・Newtonian Noise

ØTesting models
ØR&D for 3G detectors

・Early alert for earthquakes
ØBig social contributions

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 7
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R&D plan
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Final TOBA
- 10m test mass
- Silicon wire
- cryogenic (4K)
goal: 𝟏𝟎&𝟏𝟗 𝐇𝐳�⁄ 	

@ 0.1 Hz

Phase-III (Next)
- 40cm test mass
- Silicon wire
- cryogenic (4K)
goal:  𝟏𝟎&𝟏𝟓 𝐇𝐳�⁄

@ 0.1 Hz

Prototypes
Phase-I (2009)
Phase-II (2015)

Now 
Here

Test for cryogenicPrinciple test Detect GWs

・ Research for noise sources
・ development for noise reduction schemes
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・ 20cm test mass, suspended by double pendulums
・Measuring differential motion of two arms 

by Michelson interferometer
・Using counter weights to reduce

seismic cross-coupling 

The current setup

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 10

Fiber laser
(1550 nm)

Seismometers x6
Hexapod 
actuators

Vacuum 
chamber

Damping mass

intermediate mass
Test mass

Optical bench

Test mass

Michelson
interferometer

20 cm

Readout system
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Current sensitivity
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Actuator
circuit

ADC circuit

Cross-coupling
(x, y, non-linear, z)

Best
sensitivity

Magnetic

Laser frequency
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What we did about TOBA
What I did was investigation of noises as we could 
・PEM injection

◦Vertical vibrations on the optical bench
◦Magnetic fields on TOBA entirely

・Noise from the laser
◦Frequency noise
◦Polarization noise

Duty cycle of me

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 13

2017 2018
2nd	quarter 3rd	quarter 4th	quarter 1st	quarter

Vertical vibration
Frequency noise

Polarization noise

Magnetic noise

AEI

Recovery
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What we did was investigation of noises as we could 
・PEM injection

◦Vertical vibrations on the optical bench
◦Magnetic fields on TOBA entirely
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I did mainly

Shimoda-san did mainly
I did partially

2017 2018
2nd	quarter 3rd	quarter 4th	quarter 1st	quarter

Vertical vibration
Frequency noise

Polarization noise

Magnetic noise

AEI

Recovery

Ø He will talk about this
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Motivation
The motivation:
・We assumed that if we lowered the actuation efficiency, the 

sensitivity would get improved
・But it didn’t work!

ØThere was another limiting noise (actually, the polarization noise 
was dominant)

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 15

old sensitivity

Polarization noise old sensitivity
(another time)
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Vertical seismic noise
Coupling to vertical seismic vibration via readout

ØShake OB directly to measure the transfer function

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 16

Seismic z motion

z vibration of OB

Noise to the signal

◦ Vibration of optics on OB
◦ Normal modes of OB itself
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Setup of vertical vibration injection
・TM was fixed on OB
・Michelson interferometer on OB
・OB was supported by 3 PZTs, which shook OB directly
・OB motion invoked by PZTs was measured 3 photo sensors

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 17
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Measuring scheme
・TM was fixed on OB
・Michelson interferometer on OB
・OB was supported by 3 PZTs, which shook OB directly
・OB motion invoked by PZTs was measured 3 photo sensors

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 18

PZTs
x3

photo sensors 
x3
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Measurement
Transfer function from vertical motion of OB to MI signal
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Calculation
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Readout 
noise

Transfer function
from  𝑧./0. to 𝑧12

Transfer function
from 𝑧12	to MI signal

Seismic vibration
In vertical direction × ×=

Calculated by models Measured 
by the injection

Measured 
by the seismometers
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Result
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Readout 
noise

Transfer function
from  𝑧./0. to 𝑧12

Transfer function
from 𝑧12	to MI signal

Seismic vibration
In vertical direction × ×=

best
sensitivity

Calculated
Readout noise
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Result

・This readout noise is dominant around 5Hz – 50Hz
・Which components induced this noise is yet unknown
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Readout 
noise

Transfer function
from  𝑧./0. to 𝑧12

Transfer function
from 𝑧12	to MI signal

Seismic vibration
In vertical direction × ×=

best
sensitivity

Calculated
Readout noise
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Frequency noise
Measured by difference between symmetric and antisymmetric MI
・TM was fixed on OB
・Antisymmetric MI on OB

Difference of arm length: 9.5 cm 
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Measurement
Measured by difference between symmetric and antisymmetric MI

( from Shimoda-san’s JPS presentation)
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Result
・Frequency noise is about 1 order smaller

than the sensitivity @ 0.1 Hz
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Best sensitivity

Frequency noise
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Coupling path from variation of magnetic field to the interferometer 
・Uniform field

ØInduced as torque directly

In both cases the variation of dipole moment was neglected
I only considered the effect from uniform field

・Nonuniform field
ØInduced via force to torque

Magnetic Noise
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Ñ = µ⇥ B̃ F̃ = r(µ · B̃)
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Injected magnetic field in two directions
・The field was generated by two coils

made by Okada-san

Injection setup
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Vacuum 
chamber

Test mass

Optical 
bench

Magne-
tometer

xy
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Measurement 1
Bx: 9.6 / f2 mrad･(Hz)2 / T 
By: 12 / f2 mrad･(Hz)2 / T
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Dipole moment:  µ =  6.27 × 10-3 A･m2

xy

µ
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Measurement 2
Magnetic field in the vacuum chamber
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Magnetic field 
variation
(Bx, By)
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Calculation
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Magnetic 
field noise

Transfer function
from field to MI signal

Magnetic field 
variation ×=

Measured 
by the injection

Measured 
by the seismometers xy
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Result
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Magnetic 
field noise

Transfer function
from field to MI signal

Magnetic field 
variation ×=

xy
Best sensitivity

Magnetic noise
(Bx, By)
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Result
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Magnetic 
field noise

Transfer function
from field to MI signal

Magnetic field 
variation ×=

xy

ØAlmost the same level as the sensitivity
ØThis noise may limit the sensitivity below 10-2 Hz
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Attention

From now, I just want to discuss about

what I will do for master thesis
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懸架系の設計
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・We are now planning Phase-III TOBA (detail: Shimoda-san’s talk)
ØCryogenic
◦Cooled to 4K

ØNew readout system
◦A kind of WFS
◦Monolithic OB

Phase-III TOBA
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2C B
• We	are	developing	an	improved	angular	sensor
• sensitivity	of	wave	front	sensor(WFS)	can	be	improved	
by	using	auxiliary	cavity	for	HG10 mode	resonance
• it	gives	us	many	merits	and	a	few	demerits	compared	
with	conventional	angular	sensors

rf rm re

front
mirror

mid
mirror

end
mirror

QPD

auxiliary cavity

ra,10 = ra,00 eiφa

main cavity
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Cryogenic
What we must do:
・Evaluation of cooling
・Evaluation of induced noise by the cooler, heatlinks, etc.
・Reduction of vibration via heatlinks
・ and more
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懸架系の設計
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2C B
• We	are	developing	an	improved	angular	sensor
• sensitivity	of	wave	front	sensor(WFS)	can	be	improved	
by	using	auxiliary	cavity	for	HG10 mode	resonance
• it	gives	us	many	merits	and	a	few	demerits	compared	
with	conventional	angular	sensors

rf rm re

front
mirror

mid
mirror

end
mirror

QPD

auxiliary cavity

ra,10 = ra,00 eiφa

main cavity

New readout system
What we must do:
・Principle test (table top, suspended)

ØTable top was done by Shimoda-san
ØIf I do this, next target might be to test this scheme for 
suspended cavity

・Design, calculation
ØRequirement value is 500 ppm
・Evaluation of a monolithic optical bench

ØHow rigid is it?

08.05.2018 Midterm Seminor 2018 38
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Other topics about Phase-III TOBA
・ Improvement of AVIT

ØIncreasing the range of actuation (using longer PZTs)
Ø(modern control?)
・Test of other vibration isolation schemes

ØCenter of percussion
ØVSPI
・Evaluation of coil-coil actuators

ØAritomi-san already did, but I heard from Shimoda-san that
there is still something to investigate about them
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Other experiment
・Other possibilities:
・Following Komori-san’s experiment

ØRadiation-pressure experiment
ØMeasurmet of non-equilibrium thermal noise
ØCSL experiment
・ Joining Kawasaki-kun’s experiment

ØAxion!
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Discussion

Discussion
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Summary

・ Last year I investigated some noises in TOBA

・What I will do is TBD

ØI should decide it until the deadline of application of JPS meeting
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END
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Polarization noise
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Measuring the intensity of each polarization of the laser
・TM was fixed on the OB
・Both polarization were monitored by PDs

P – pol.

S - pol.

PBS
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Old sensitivity
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